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ABSTRACT
Volcanic hazard studies are ongoing to evaluate the risk of

future volcanism with respect to siting of a repository for
disposal of high-level radioactive waste at the Yucca Mountain
site. Seven Quarternary basaltic volcanic centers are located a
minimum distance of 12 km and a maximum di:ncance of 47 km from the
outer boundary of the exploration block. Thl? conditional
probability cf disruption of a repository by future basaltic
volcanism IS bounded by the range of 10-8 to 10-10yr.l. These values
are currently being reexamined based on new developments in the
understanding of the evolution of small volume, basaltic volcanic
centers including: 1) Many, perhaps most, of the volcanic centers
exhibit brief periods of eruptive activity separated by lonqer
periods of inactivity. 2) The centers may be active for time
spans exceeding 10 yrs, 3) There is a decline in the volume of
eruptions of the centers through time, and 4) Small volume
eruptions occurred at two of the Quaternary centers during latest
Pleistocene or Holocene time. We classify the basalt centers as
polycyclic, and distinguish them from polygenetic volcanoes.
Polycyclic volcanism is characterized by ~mall volume, episodic
eruptions of maqma of uniform composition over time spans ot 103 to
1f)’ yrs . Maqma eruption rates are low and the time bc!tween
(~ruptions exceeds the cool irq time of th~ magma vOIUmQ~.

Future rates ot volcanic activity can be forecast for th(’
“,’ucc,3Mo’~ntain reqion using a plot of cumulative magma volume (Jt
Quarternary eruptive events versus time. The curve fitted to this
plot decreases in slope with time, f;onsistent with ,1 waninq in
rtlt~s of volcanic activity. Curve slope seqmlcnts yield Inllqmil
~ruptlon rates that range from 130 to 66 m’ yr . Two :;~(>n,lr.io:;

,Ire possible for future volcanic tictivit_y in tht. YU(”(-,lMnunt,]in
r-eqion: 1) Recurrence of smal 1 volume erupt ions ,It one or L]nth
of the younqest volc[anic” ccntcrs in the region. ‘1’hc-p ,~r(~11iqll
prol),lbllit.y events (rc!currell(.:etimes of ].’J to 1’] t(,~)l)lltthf’
,.onfic=quences of :;u(:h evorlts ,tt the Yllcca Mountain !;itl’ ,lt”~)
vlr-tu,~lly nil. ;?) Formlltion ot d now vol(.~rlic centur-. ‘I’hi:; i:;
,t low probabilit’i ovcnt thllt fa] 1:;within the r,lnqo rIf ~)rf’violl~;ly
~.,~](-[]liit~dprc)babl 1ity ‘J,~luP:;. ‘l’h@import.,?.nt (-onr,t.r,lint:; III-O t11(*
:;tr“ll(’tilr(ll(:ontrol:; of :;itcn II! vol(-i!ni(:llctivity. A I)OW vol{”.lfli(”
f’~lntoj-is Unl ikcly to form ,It the Yl](”,!aMn~lnt,ljrl:;lt(~.
ll(l!;O(l (Ill

‘I’lli:; I:;
the t ime-sr),~(’v~),i!tortl:;of vol(.rltli(.,1(.Livity !111(1 t tlc~

i [Ifrf’fl~lollt()(.(.lirr~rl(.o01 I),l”;,lIt l’t’llt 1’ 1”:; irl mol]llt,1it] I,1111141
lrlt(~r]r)r-:;.
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INTRODUCTION

Volcanism represents one of a number of tectonic processes
that could affect the long-term safety of isolation of high-level
radioactive waste at the Yucca Mountain slce. Volcanism studies
are required for site characterization activities for two reasons:

1. Five Quarternary volcanic centers are present within
a 25 km radius circle centered on the Yucca Mountain
exploration block. Eruptive activity at basaltic
volcanic centers must be viewed as a common qeoiogic
process in the Quaternary.

2. Volcanism potentially represents a catastrophic
process relative to the required 10 Ka containment period
of high-level radioactive waste. The penetration of a
repository by ascending basalt magma followed by surface
eruption, could lead to immediate release of waste
radionuclides to the accessible environment.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a summary of the past
work and current strategy for characterizing and defining the risk
posed by future volcanism for the Yucca Mountain site. We briefly
review past study results and identify areas of development of new
concepts for volcanism studies. These new concepts, which were
“driven by the detailed requirements for understanding the nature
i~nd histor-~ of volcanism in the site area, hat’e contributed to
,Idvances in the basic understanding of the processes of basaltic
volcnnismo These ,~dvances include: 1) The combination of field
mappinq, geomorphic and scils analysis techniques with conventional
chronology studies to recoqnize and resolve the chronology of younq
(.’,()K,]) volcanic events, 2) The recognition that small volume
b,!s,~lt centers may have complex eruptive histories (polycy(.li(.
(.entrrs) with episodic eruptions ov[~r perio(is ~xcecdinq 1o’”yrs,
,In(i J) The .Ibi1it.y to quantify predictions ot fut.ur(* t)tl:;nlt.i(.
vol(.,inic activity based on dctdilcd studies of magma eruption
r“tltc!;. This p.lper provi(i~s a hrict’ overview of thr~c to~]i(::;,111~1
thr It” lmpdct on vnl(:anic hil~,i~rd,lGsossmcnt. for tllc Y[l(”(.ilMollnt,]in
:;ito. These topi(”:: in(.lu(ic: 1) Evolut ir)n ()!”Ionq-1 ivwl l){l:;c~lt
(G~rlt(~rs.,2) I)olycy(-1i(: vc~lc,]nisrn ,in(i ~) Vol[:tlr]i{. Il,lx,lt”(i
inv(’:;tiqt?tinn:;for tho Yu(-(.ilMollntmin projp(.t.

PAST WORK
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Mountain region during the last 12 Ma. These episodes include:

1. Relatively large volume basaltic volcanism that is
temporally and spatialiy associated with the wzning stage
of the Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex
(5,6). The age of this activity is about 12 to 8.5 Ma.

2. Small volume basaltic activity that was restricted
to the northeast part of the Yucca Mountain region. The
age of this activity is 9 to 6.5 Ma.

3. Small volume basaltic activity that was restricted
to the central and southeast parts of the Yucca Mountain
region. The age of this activity is 3.7 Ma to Late
Pleistocene or Holocene.

The basalt compositions of the two youngest episodes are
predominantly alkalic (3,4,7). Major .~etrologic types include
straddle-type hawaiite, hypersthene hawallte and basaltic ardesite
(4,7). Eruption activity from the basaltic volcanic centers was
predominantly Strambolian. These eruptions were characterized by
formation of sroria cones and associated small volume, blocky aa
lava flows. Episodes of hydrovolcanic activity have been
identified at three volcanic centers (4,8)0 The probability of a
volcanic event occurring.~and di~~ctl~ disrupting a repository at
the Yucca Mountain 1s 10 to 10 yr’ (2).

~w DEvtLQP-

EVOLUTION OF BASALTIC VOLCANIC CENTERS

A standard approach to studying the evolution of continental
b,]slllticvolcanic centers is to sample and analyze the liivc~flow~.
The assumption is made, ~~nd has been made for many years of p~a!;t
qeoloq ica 1 research, that these centers formed during :;hc)rt
durat ion eruptive events (activity on the time sca]c of” days,
months, or at most. years) . S,amplinq
therefore provide itdcquate representat
,~(;uof ~rupt iv~ ~’v[’nt.s.

lnitlal K-Ar .~qo d~tcrminat]c)rrs of

of the lava !1OWS ~hould
ion of the [:ompo:;ition ,~nd

lava !low :;,lmplcs !rom the
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We chose, starting in late 1986, to further investigate the
Lathrop Wells volcanic center to test the possibility that the
scoria cone and the lava flow units from the center could differ
significantly in age and to attempt to understand the source of the
wide variability in the results of K-Ar age determinations for tile
lavas. The following lines of evidence indicate that the scoria
cone is significantly younger than the lava units and the center
had a complex, long history of volcanic activity:

1. New geologic mappinu of the volcanic center at a
scale of 1:4000 indicates that there were at least four
major eruption cycles (11) . Three spatially separate
fissure systems formed prior to the development of the
main scoria cone and associated satellite cones. These
fissures are marked by slightly to markedly degraded
scoria mounds and spatter ramparts. The fissures vented
small volume, blocky aa lava flows from multiple sources
along the length of the fissures.
2. Stratigraphic sections measured in quarry exposures
on the south flank of the scoria cone show a complex
sequence of buried soils, air fall tephra, reworked
tephra, and eol ian deposits (12) . The exact
stratigraphic position of ‘:hese units is uncertain.
However rhey appear to OCCU: between tephra associated
with the young scoria cone and the oldest fissure system.
The complexity of the stratigra~hic section and the
presence of soils Detween air-fall tephra require a
significant time gap between volcanic events.
3. Dlfferinq paleomagnctic pole positions have !Jeen
measured fol- 1ava flows of the younger two fissure
systems and for scoria deposits of the oldest fissure
system. These data are consistent with a siqnif’icant nqc
difference between volcanic units. A cllrrcnt
inconsistency that has not been resolved is the pole
position obtained for bombs expo~ed in the summit of’ the
ma in scoria uone. This position matches the pole
position of the older fissure unit.

4. Studic:; of r~ck varnish accreted on l~va surf-aces
.~djacent to the Lathrop Wel 1s SCOrid cone have revealed
the presence of exotic Cr-bearlnq, iron-titanium oxide
phenocrysts in the varnl::h. These phenocrysts occur in
the upperm(;st. layers of” the varnish suqqest.inq
introduct ic~n during tho latest stages of varnish
fol-ma’ion. The euhmiral (~rain morphology of’ the
phenol rysts indicates the mi~teri~ll was not park of ttlr
(ICI]i,]n in! lux from tl’c’Ami]rqos,l VIllPy (1 1). A Iikoly
sour(:e (1! the p},cr,o(-ry!;ts in tho viirnish ic (i~~~o:;iti(]rl
!r(jm n recent. s(.ori(?IillI (’vent, most. probably a:;:;o(”i,lti’(i
with tho f inn I [Sonu-fermi”n{]f’rll~)tions (If the milirl:;[.r)til~
(.orlo,
‘). Thr Ikrnitoii(~comor-~)hif.”m[)(iifi(-<itIon of thc milill
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scoria cone is consistent with a young age. (12).
Geomorphic features indicative of a young age include
cone slopes near the angle of repose (>29 degrees) , the
scarcity of rilling and mass wasting features, and the
absence of a cone apron. An additional feature is the
very weak horizon development of surface soil on the
scoria cone slopes. Wells et al (12) present evidence
that indicate:% the Lathrop Well scoria cone is similar
in cone geomorphology and soil development to the
youngest cone of the Cima volcanic field, California.
This cone has been dated at about 15 Ka using a variety
of direct and indirect dating techniques. Thus by
comparison, the youngest scoria cone eruptions at Lathrop
Wells are probably latest Pleistocene+ to Holocene in age
(12). The major unknowns in calibrating the age of the
scoria eruptions at the Lathrop Wells center are the
rates of soil formation on basaltic scoria and the rates
of erosional degradation in an area of high eolian flux.

K-Ar age determinations were obtained for five sample sites
from lava flow units of the Lathrop Weils center (14). The
interpretation of these age determinations has prover! problematic.
Our present conclusions from these data include: 1) The lavas
are significantly younger than the reported age of 270 K;J, 2)
Lavas of the older fissure unit have a K-Ar age of 214 Ka. This
age appears consistent with the degree of geomorphic degradation
and development ~f soils on the flow and scoria surfaces. 3) A
K-Ar age of 125 Ka has been obtained for lava flow units of the two
younqer fissure systems. However this age appears inconsistent
with thle qeomcrphlc preservation of the flows and the stratigraphic
position of the flows relative to the modern alluvial surfaces.
The lava flows are inferred to be much younger than the aqe
determination of 125 Ka, and 4) The source of siqnificani
variabl.lity in K-Ar aqe determinations is the presence of exccs~
Ar in the has?.lt samples. The Ar may be inherited t“rom a mantle
source c)!:it may be a result of contamination.

POLYCYCLIC \ LCANISM

Detailed studies ~re underway at two other Wuaternary volc,~ni::
t“~)ntcrs, the basalt of Sleeping Butte, located 47 km northwest of
YUCCII Mountain. The basalt of Sleeping i3utte consists of” two small
volume scoria cone and lava centers spaced approxirnat.ely ‘) km
,]part. Idva flows !rom the centers have been dated previously at
2f15 Ka. }Jreliminary evaluations of the eruption history and thr
qonrnorphic and soil characteristics of volcanic deposits or thlr
{:cntcr indicate that both exhibit a [-omplex, lonq tiur,]t.ionrru~]tiv{’
history similar to the l~t.hrop Wells centrr. Thus thr[”~ of the

In the Yucc,l Mountain r{’qion :;llow!;ovrn Quatern{ary volcanic. centers
ll[~lyf.y[-li(.erlll)tive lwhavior.

l’rior to t.hi:;wr]rk, tho I)():;:;ibi1ity ()! polyt:y[.1i(” vr~l(’,~rlit.
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activity at these cente:s was considered unlikely for several
reasons: 1) Strombolian eruptions are inferred, based la?gely on
obsemations of historic eruptions, to form in single eruption
cycles. Wood (15) estimated that the average duration of a
monogenetic basalt eruption is about 30 days. 2) The small volume
of the basalt centers of the Yucca Mountain region (<0.1 km?) make
it unlikely that magma in feeder systems beneath the volcanoes
could be presened for significant lengths of time. The cooling
times of these volumes of magma, assuming tabular feeder systems,
are far shorter than the repose periods between eruptions. 3) The
volume of magma erupted in the Yucca Mountain region during the
Quaternary (0.5 k-m’) is insufficient to maintain a crustal ma9ma
chamber. 4) The long time between eruptions requires generation
of time-separate magma pulses that are erupted at nearly identical
vents. This type of behavior is possible at high cone density
volcanic fields like the Lunar Crater volcanic field. It is not
expected at the small volurle, spatially isolated basalt centers of
the Yucca Mountain region.

We make an important distinction between polycyclic and
polygenetic volcanism. Polygenetic behavior “
intermittent eruptions over time spans of 10

IS char~cterized by
to 10 yrs. The

volume of eruptions range frOm >1 to >10 km’ and there may be
significant variations in the composition of the maqmas, reflecting
the range of maqmatic processes operating in a shallow chamber(s) .
Wadqe (15) noted that polygenetic volcanoes rewire a four-
component magma supply system, one element of which is a sub-
volcanic reservoir. The development of this type of system
requires a maintained magma supply rate. Fedotov (16) ,]rqued that
the required magma s~pply rate to de~relop and maintain a crustal
magma resewoir is dependent on the magma composition and the
qeothenal grad$en~. Hle estimated that magma supply rates on the
order of 1 x 10 m yr are required to maintair, intermittent OK
continuous bastlltic volcanism in a continental settinq. We use the
term polycycllc to refer to small volume, (<1 km’) volcanic centers
that exhibit intermittent ‘Yalcanic activity where the time
separation between volcanic events exceeds the maximum calculated
cooling times for the volume of erupted maqma (102 to 103#rs){ The
maqma supply rates for these centers are small (<106 m yr ) and
there is limited variation in the composition of the maqmas. ‘1’hese
centers have previously been classified as monogenetic voicanoes.

The magma eruption rates durinq the Quaternary t“or the ,basa{t
(Renters of the Yucca Mountain area are about 2 x 102 m yr .
Multiple eruptive eV~ntS would not be expected with such 1Ow
eruption rates. However the follovinq general ‘characteristics have
bocn recognized for the three studied Quat.ernary volc,~noe:; o! the
Yut:ca Mounta;n reqlon:
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periods of inactivity (103 to 105 yrs) .
3. Intermittent eruptive activity over time spans

3
exceeding 10 yrs.
4. An increased ratio of scoria/lava through the
eruption sequence implying an increase ~n the volatile
content of the magma. Terminal eruptions of the
polycyclic centers are entirely pyroclastic.
5. A decreased eruption volume through the polycyclic
sequence. Initi 1 eruptions tend to have volumes of

t
about 106 to 117 m . Final eruptions may have volumes of
less than 106 m3.

The frequency of occurrence of polycyclic eruptions at small
volume volcanic centers has not been established. All three of the
studied Quaternary volcanic centers in the Yucca Mountain exhibit
polycyclic bshavior. Brief examination of the four 1.2 Ma volcanic
centers in Crater Flat using the field mapping, geomorphic and soil
techniques indicate that these centers probably exhibit polycyclic
behavior. Geomorphic studies of individual centers in the Cima
volcanic field show that some of the centers exhibit polycyclic
behavior (17) . We conclude, fram studies in progress, that
polycyclic eruptive behavior is a common but not necessarily
ubiquitous feature of small volume basaltic volcanic centers of the
southern Great Basin. It is a sufficiently common volcanic
process, that it must be considered in volcanic hazard studies for
the Yucca Mountain site.

An important question for understanding the polycyclic
volcanic centers is the origin of the individual magma pulses. As
noted above, the small volume, spatially isolated volcanic centers
are probably not derived from periodic tapping of a crustal magma
chamber. However, we note that Serpa at al (18) describe a mid-
crustal reflecting zone (15 km depth) about 3 to 5 km thick beneath
southern Death Valley. This zone is connected by a low angle fault
system to a Quarternary scoria cone. They suggest that the
reflecting zone could be a magma body that fed magma to the surface
along the low angle fault system. We tentatively conclude that
shallow chambers are unlikely to exist in th.s geoiogic setting of
Yucca Mountain. Geophysical studies have been proposed for the
characterization program to investigate the possible existence of
crustal magma chambers. Two petrologic models are passible for the
orgin of the maqmas of the small volume basalt centers: 1)
Derivation by periodic tapping of a deep magma reservoir, possibly
~t the crust-mantle interface, and 2) Production during separat~
~plsodes of mantle melting. Geochemical studies are underway to
c>btain data to test these models. Lava and scoria samples have
been collected systematically from volcanic units of each eruptive
(-yclc. Studies Or the major and trace element qeochemical
~“omposition of the lava and scoria units should discriminate the
two pet.roqenetic models. In either case, an extremely significant
outgrowth 01 the polycyclic concept is the impa~:t on petroloqlc
:;tudies of smal 1 volume volcanic centers . [)ast studies have



focused preferentially on lava samples of the centers. Because of
this biased sampling, the complete magma cycles of these centers
have not been adequately studied.

VOLCANIC HAZARD INVESTIGATIONS

The volcanic hazard assessment for the Yucca Mountain site are
based on combining the results of geologic, geochemical and
geophysical investigations with risk assessment, where risk is
defined as a product of probability and consequence analysis (19).
The probability part of this assessment has been emphas~zed in site
evaluations (9) .

The probability of disruption of a repository by future
volcanism is formulated as a c~nditional probability:

Pr = [E2 given El]

where El is the rate of volcanic activity and E2 is the probability
of intersection of a repository by magma, given El. This
probability is expressed mathematically as (2):

Pr[no disruptive event before time t] = exp(-rtp)

where r is the rate of volcanic activity and p is the probability
that a volcanic event disrupts the repository. The r is the most
difficult parameter to bound for these calculations. The preferred
technique is to define r through evaluations of magma eruption
rates. Crowe et al (2) obtained magma eruption rates using a plot
of magma volume versus time. A magma */olume/time plot was
constructed using age and volume data for the volcanic centers of
tne Yucca Mountain region. A regression cume was fitted to the
data (r = O.~0) and the slope is equal to the magma eruption rate
(210 m3 yr’l).

Probability calculations provide a numerical definition of the
potential for volcanic disruption of a high-l~vel waste repository.
studies have shown an exaggerated risk of nuclear technology
including aspects of waste disposal in the public domain (20) .
Probability calculations are one means of communicating risk
assessment perspectives to the public.

Consequence analysis, expressed as radiological release levels
at the surface, have been completed for basaltic magma penetrating
a repository at Yucca Mountain and erupting at the surface (21).
l{owever, there were numerous assumptions required for these
calculations. The most critical include the geometry of
intersection of magma in feeder dikes with stored radioactive
waste, the mechanisms of incorporation of waste in the magma, the
physical and cl.amlcal interaction between waste and maqma and the
dispersal mochanisrns of waste in a surface volcanic eruption. The
potential ranqe of radiological releases obtained throuqh varyinq
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the parameters of these assumptions are large. The resulting
uncertainty may make consequence analysis of limited value in
assessing the risk of direct intersection of a repository by
basaltic magma.

A critical question for assessing volcanic hazar’ for the
Yucca Mountain site is how magma eruption rates are affec .d by the
revised chronology of volcanic eruptions and the polycyclic
behavior of individual centers? Revised data for the chronology
of the volcdnic centers were used to reconstruct the magma
volume/time plot under the following assumptions: 1) The oldest
lava flows at the Lathrop Wells center are 214 Ka, the younger lava
flows are 30 Ka, the age of the last cone forming eruptions is 10
Ka, 2) The age of the lava flows at south Sleeping Butte center
is 285 Ka, there were two major cone forming events, one at 200 Ka
and the second at 100 Ka and 3) The age of the lava flows at north
Sleeping Butte center is 285 Ka, the youngest cone forming event
is 10 Ka. These data yield nearly identical regression fit
parameters as the previous calculations.

What is the significance of the lack of change iri the
calculated magma eruption rate for the probability analysis? Is
the analysis insensitive to variations in the age of volcanic
events? Or is the magma volume/time behavior of the volcanic
centers sufficiently well described that new data do not result in
changes in the eruption rate? Data from well studied volcanic
fields in Hawaii provide insight into these questions.

Shaw (22) has shown that eruption rates at Kilauea and Mauna
Loa volcano vary between 0.01 and 0.1 km3 yr-’; both volcanoes
exhibit historic eruption rates of about 0.02FI km3 yr-l. Shaw
suggests that there is an approximate steady sta:e established in
the Hawaiian volcanic systems between the rate of magma supply in
a volcanic system and the surface eruption rate. The probab:,e
control of this steady state is the balance established between the
stress field of the region and the rate of magma supply to the
chamber beneath the centers. He further notes, based on
evaluations of the cumulative erupted magma volumes and time, a
self-similarity developed in the scale of obsemations (22).
Steady state relationships can be established for the behavior of
individual valcanic vents, growth of major volcanic centers, growth
of individual islands of the Hawaiian islands, and long term growth
of the Hawaiian-Emperor volcanic chain.

Can a magma volume/time curve be used to forecast future
volcanic events for the Yucca Mountain region? We suggest that
this can be done if two cases are satisfied: 1) The magma volume
data must be obtained for a recognized geologic province where
there is consistency in the processes controlling generation,
ascent and eruption of magma. This is satisfied for the Yucca
Mountain region by examination of the time-space behavior of
volcanic activity. All Quaternary volcanic activity in the region
is concentrated in a narrow northwest-trending zone th,at extends
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frc,m the Amargosa Valley on the south to northwest of Beat-cy (Fig
1). Eruption volume/time behavior is evaluated for the volcanic
history of this volcano-tectonic zone. 2) The chronology of
volcanic activity must be carefully established for individual
units of the volcanic centers. This work is in progress for the
Yucca Mountain area using detailed field mapping (1:5000 scale),
K-Ar age determinations, rock varnish calibration and geomorphic
and soils studies. Additionally, geochronology procedures using

series of volcanic units andv.~~~u~~~s~f s~$~a~-;~~~~;!
solid sourco mass spectromet

rocks are being applied to the Yucca Mountain volcanic centers
(23).

Figure 2 is a plot of magna volume versus time for the
volcanic centers of the Yucca Mountain region. Two important
relationships are established from this plot: 1) The slope of the
cuwe fitted to the data decreases upward. This is consistent with
previous suggestions (24,2) that the rate of volcanic activity is
waning in the Yucca Mountain region. It contrasts markedly with
the cumulative magma volume/time for active volcanic systems
(Hawaii (22), and Coso volcanic field (25) which have an uniform
slope. 2) The tangent or first derivative of curve slope segments
yields the magma eruption rate for the Yucca ~Mountain volcanic
province. This slope declines from abou% 130 m- yr-’ to 66 m3 yr-’
for the time interval of Fig 2.

The r parameter of the
using the following equation:

Tp =

probability calculation is derived

(Vm/Em) - Te

where Tp is the predicted time of the next eruption, Em is the
magma production rate and Te is the time of the last volcanic
eruption. Em is derived from Fig 2. It varies by about a factor
of 2. Te is estim~ted to be 10 Ka based on current understanding
of the chronology of the youngest volcanic activity. The most
sensitive parameter is Vm. It must be evaluated through studies
of the eruptive volumes of Quaternary volcanic centers in the
southern Great Msin.

DEFINITION OF VOLCANIC RISK

Two scenarios are developed for future volcanic activity in
the Yucca MountaiI] region: 1) Recurrence of a small volume scoria
eruption at either the Lathrop Wells or the younger Sleeping Butte
volcanic centers and 2) The formation of a new center of basaltic
volcanism.

The polycyclic patterns of eruptive activity at the volcanic
centers suggest that a renewed eruption at the Lathrop Wells or
Sleeping Butte volcanic centers would be a small volume eruption
that mantled the scoria cone and adjacent area with thin tephra
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deposits. This type of eruption may have occurred multiple times
during late Pleistocene and Holocene time. The volume of past
eruptions is about 105 to 106 m3. The time required to ~enerate
these volumes assuming a magma production rate of 66 m3 yr is 1.5
to 15 Ka. This could be viewed as an exRected event during the
lifetime of the repository.

The consequences of a small volume eruption at existing
centers are insignificant. Disruption effects would be confined
to the immediate area of basalt feeder dikes beneath the cone. The
Sleeping Butte center is located 47 km northwest of the exploration
block. There would h : no effect at Yucca Mountain from an eruption
at this center. The Lathrop Wells center is located 20 km south
of the exploration block. The primary concern with a future
eruption at this center would be associated seismic activity or
possible changes to the ground water table caused by the intrusion
of basalt along feeder dikes. Seismic activity including low
magnitude earthquake swarms and accompanying volcanic tremor are
common with Fasaltic eruptions. The significance of this activity
depends on the location and magnitude of the earthquake activity.
Generally, earthquake magnitudes accompanying volcanic activity are
of small magnitude. They are expected to be of much smaller than
the design earthquake for the repository (23). The Lathrop Weils
volcanic center is located 2G k.mdown the hydrologic gradient from
the site. The ground water effects of a small volume eruption
should be confined to the area of the subsurface feeder dikes.
Dike widths at repository depths are about 1 to 5 meters (8). No
mechanism can presently be identified for local ground water
changes at the Lathrop Wells center to affect the ground water
setting beneath Yucca Mountain.

The second scenario for future volcanic eruptions is the
formation of a new volcanic center.

about ~ ~ lob #clYcycllc

The average volume of initial
eruptions at centers in the Yucca Mountain region is

. Magma generation times for these events are about
70 Ka. This rate falls within the range of previously calculated
volcanic rates for probability calculations (2) . The key
parameters for predjct.ing the significance of the second volcanic
scenario are the structural controls of fllt.uresites of volcanism,
the range of magma volumes associated with polycyclic eruptions,
and the duration of activity at polycycl ic centers. TWCI points are
impo~-tant for the structural controls of volcanism: 1) AS noted
previously, all Quatcrnary volcanic eruptions in the Yucca Mountain
region are confined to a narrow northwest-trending band located
southwest of Yucca Mountain (Fig 1) . The two sigma error band of
the geographic dispersion of the location of Quatcrnary centers
from the center line 0! this zone does not i nt.crsmct the
exploration block of Yucca Mountain. 2) It is rare in the
Quarternary volcanic record ol-the southern Great Basin !“orbasaltlc
volcanic centers t.o occur in the interior of” mount,~in t-anqcs. ‘~h~
(Srntprs tend to form in ;11 Iuvi(lrn-! i 1 lr(i basin:; or illOn~ tillllt-
ho{lndcd rnnqr front:;. l)ilt.ilf)ll(iUrilt.iO1lof” ,1{.:t.iv ity ,lntiV(]Iumc:; of
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polycyclic eruptions are documented only at the three yc~ngest
Quaternary volcanic centers in the Yucca Mountain region. Work is
in progress to obtain these data for a population of over 100
Quaternary volcanic centers in the Cima and Lunar Crater volcanic
fields.
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Flqure Captions:

Figure 1: Generalized map of the distribution of post 4 Ma
basaltic volcanic rocks of the Yucca Mountain region. AV:
aeromagnetic anomaly sites of the Amargosa Valley (4) ; BB: 2.8 Ma
basalt of Buckboard Mesa; LW: Lathrop Wells volcanic center, S6:
basalt centers of Sleeping 13utte; 1.2: 1.2 Ma volcanic centers of
western Crater Flat; 3.7: 3.7 Ma volcanic centers of southeast
Crater Flat, YH: exploration block for the repository site at
Yucca Mountain; TM-OV : Timber Hcuntain-Oasis Valley caldera
complex; SC: Silent Canyon caldera complex; BFJI: Black Mountain
caldera complex.

Figure 2: Plot of cumulative volume versus time for volcanic
centers (3.7 Ma andlyounger) of the Yucca Mountain region.

m’
The

numbers, in yr , are maqma eruption rates for eruptiGn
intervals. They were derived graphically as the tangent to the
curve slope seqment. The plot illustrates two features: 1) The
decl ine in magma eruption rates thrauq:, timt?, 2) An ,lpparcnt
incrr,!se in frequency of cr~lptions with time.
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